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The Code of Federal Regulations is a codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the Executive departments and agencies of the United
States Federal Government.
I wrote this book in memory of William Dean Richardson in hopes that you would be able to have a sense of who he was as a child, adult and soldier. As you read this book you
will be told the story of a young man who made the brave decision to become an American Soldier. Who dedicated his life in the most Noble and Honorable way that anyone can
serve his or her country. Medals and decorations awarded to CPL William Dean Richardson include: The Purple Heart, the Bronze Star with Valor, the Meritorious Service Medal,
the Army Commendation Medal, the Army Achievement Medal, the National Defense Service Medal, the Global War on Terrorism Expeditionary Medal, the Global War on
Terrorism Service Medal, the Combat Infantry Badge, and the Parachutist Badge. Thank you to all those of the 1-41 Infantry unit, A Company, 1st Battalion, 2nd Battalion, 70th
Armored Regiment, 3rd Brigade and 1st Armored Division.
This dissertation examined the relationship between dream content and post traumatic stress symptoms in veterans who have served after September 11, 2001. Ten subjects
were drawn from a pool of male veterans age 18-30. Subjects had a Global War on Terrorism Expeditionary Medal, Iraq Campaign Medal, or the Afghanistan Campaign Medal.
Subjects completed a Dream Rating Scale (DRS) detailing characteristics of their average dream over the past 4 weeks. Subjects were also administered the Post Traumatic
Stress Disorder Screening and Diagnostic Scale (PSDS). Analysis of the questionnaires concluded that eight of the subjects did not present any significant level of PTSD based
on PSDS results. Using a Pearson Correlation Coefficient, the analysis of test results reflected a significant positive correlation between PTSD symptoms and the presence of
Family, Indoor Setting, and the presence of Familiar Setting, and Friendliness dream content and a negative correlation between PTSD symptoms and the presence of Familiar
Setting dream content. It is concluded that future research should be conducted with larger sample and a larger number of subjects with PTSD.
This volume presents a collection of articles describing different aspects of U.S. Marine Corps participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom during 2003. As with the previously
published anthologies on the Spanish American, Vietnam, and Persian Gulf Wars, our intent is to provide a general overview that will serve as an interim resource for educating
Marines and informing the public about the conflict, until the History Division completes an intended series of monographs dealing with major Marine Corps operations in that
campaign. As the operational environment continues to mature, the authors' varied accounts will also serve as an introduction to changing tactics and strategies encountered or
developed by Marines conducting stability and support operations in Iraq.Part I * Commanders' Perspective * "I Marine Expeditionary Force Summary of Action" * Lieutenant
General Wallace C. Gregson * "Briefing on Military Operations in Iraq" * General Tommy R. Franks, U.S. Army * "I Marine Expeditionary Force Commander Live Briefing from
Iraq" * Lieutenant General James T. Conway * "Briefing on I Marine Expeditionary Force in Iraq" * Lieutenant General James T. Conway * "We've Always Done Windows' *
Lieutenant General James T. Conway * Part II * Ground Combat * "Blue Diamond Intelligence: Division-Level Intelligence Operations During Operation IRAQI FREEDOM" *
Lieutenant Colonel Michael S. Groen * "1st Marine Division and Operation IRAQI FREEDOM" * Lieutenant Colonel Clarke R. Lethin * "Logistics Support to the 1st Marine Division
During Operation IRAQI FREEDOM" * Lieutenant Colonel John J. Broadmeadow * "Aviation Integration in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM I: A Division Air Officer's Perspective" *
Lieutenant Colonel Patrick A. Gramuglia and Major Richard L. Phillips . * "The Battle of An Nasiriyah" * Company Commanders, 1st Battalion, 2d Marines * "Charlie Company
Leads BLT into Northern Iraq" * First Lieutenant Christopher Mercer * "Experience and Adaptability Ensure Success for 24th MEU (SOC) in Iraq" * Corporal Jeff Sisto * "Cannon
Cockers at War: The 11th Marines in Operation Iraqi Freedom" * Lieutenant Colonel Michael R. Melillo * "Marine Artillery in the Battle of An Nasiriyah" * Major Walker M. Field *
"Combat Engineer Battalion in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM" * Commanders and Staffs, 1st and 2d Combat Engineer Battalion * "Combining 1st and 2d Combat Engineer
Battalions: Should We Do It Again?" * Lieutenant Colonel Michael A. Micucci * Part III * Air Combat * "A Different Air War: Marine Air Control in Operation Iraqi Freedom" *
Lieutenant Colonel Michael J. Kibler * "4th MAW JFACC Liaison in OIF" * Colonels Thomas C. Byron and William Kane * "Airborne Recon Supported Marines' Advance in Iraq" *
Lieutenant Colonel Lawrence R. Roberts and Major John P. Farnam * "Harrier Carriers Perform in Iraqi Freedom" * Lieutenant Commanders Cindy Rodriguez, USN, and Major
Michael Manzer, Jr., Shawn Lobree, and Jon Dachos, USN * "Close Air Support in the U.S. Marine Corps: A FAC's Perspective" * Major Donald S. Hawkins * Part IV * Combat
Service Support * "MLC: Sustaining Tempo on the 21st Century Battlefield" * Brigadier General Michael R. Lehnert and Colonel John E. Wissler * "Brute Force Combat Service
Support: 1st Force Service Support Group in Operation IRAQI FREEDOM" * Commanders and Staff, 1st Force Service Support Group * "Marine Engineer Group: A Force for the
Future" * Kirk Ross * "8th Engineer Support Battalion's Support of Operation IRAQI FREEDOM" * Lieutenant Colonel Niel E. Nelson and Major Joseph Klocek * "No Farp Too
Far!" * Commander and Staff, Marine Wing Support Group 37 * "Disbursing Goes to War" * Lieutenant Colonel James A. Hogberg * "Caring for the Fallen: Mortuary Affairs in
Operation Iraq Freedom" * Lieutenant Colonel John M. Cassady, Major Jefferson L. Kaster, and Chief Warrant Officer-4 Cheryl G. Ites * "Operation Iraqi Freedom: A Surgeon's
Perspective" * Captain Stephen F. McCartney, U.S. Navy Reserve
Aqueducts and Megawatts: Integrating the United States Army Corps of Engineers with Operational Commanders
Life Sessions
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U. S. Marines in the Global War on Terrorism
Anthology and Annotated Bibliography
In the Company of Soldiers
The essential guide for NCOs, this edition has been thoroughly revised and updated with the latest information on training, military justice, promotions, benefits, counseling, soldiers,
physical fitness, regulations, and much more. • How to train, lead, and counsel troops effectively • Tips on how to move along your career as an NCO by continuing education, training,
and professional development • Information about all the regulations NCOs need to be aware of in carrying out their jobs
Special edition of the Federal Register, containing a codification of documents of general applicability and future effect ... with ancillaries.
The story of the Marine Corps U.S. Special Operations Command Detachment, which became known as Det One, is an extraordinary tale. On its face, the story would not rate a minute's
glance. One small group of Marines, about a hundred in number, formed, trained, and went to war. This all happened as the nation was 18 months into the Global War on Terrorism and as
the Marine Corps was deploying a Marine Expeditionary Force in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Yet the story behind the basic facts is not only far more intricate and fascinating, with dramatic
episodes and intrepid characters from the Pentagon to Camp Pendleton, it portended great significance for the Marine Corps as well as the War on Terrorism.
The Code of Federal Regulations is the codification of the general and permanent rules published in the Federal Register by the executive departments and agencies of the Federal
Government.
A Guidebook to Help You Navigate to Happiness, Success & Longevity
DET ONE: U.S. Marine Corps U.S. Special Operations Command Detachment, 2003 - 2006:
Cajun Courier
U.S. Marines Corps U.S. Special Operations Command Detachment 2003-2006 in the Global War on Terrorism, the Iraq War and Operation Iraqi Freedom
Development of Joint Expeditionary Riverine Officers
The story of the Marine Corps U.S. Special Operations Command Detachment, which became known as Det One, is an extraordinary tale. On its
face, the story would not rate a minute's glance. One small group of Marines, about a hundred in number, formed, trained, and went to war.
This all happened as the nation was 18 months into the Global War on Terrorism and as the Marine Corps was deploying I Marine Expeditionary
Force in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Yet the story behind the basic facts is not only far more intricate and fascinating, with dramatic episodes
and intrepid characters from the Pentagon to Camp Pendleton, it portended great significance for the Marine Corps. What makes the Det One
story extraordinary is the shift in Marine Corps policy that brought it about, the maturation of the special operations capabilities of
forward-deployed Marine expeditionary units that made it possible, and the patriotism, valor, fidelity, and abilities of the Marines and Navy
Corpsmen who manned it. Although Det One has passed now into the history books, its legacy survives in the formation of Marine Corps Special
Operations Command and in the lessons learned and experiences of its members, who now continue to serve in dozens of units. Chapter 1 Concept * Chapter 2 - Formation * Chapter 3 - Training * Chapter 4 - Deployment * Chapter 5 - "Ops Normal" * Chapter 6 - Direct Action *
Chapter 7 - An-Najaf, "Z," and Home * Chapter 8 - A Proven Concept * Epilogue * Notes * Appendix A * Command and Staff List * Appendix B *
Chronology of Significant Events * Appendix C * Lineage and Honors * Appendix D * Individual Awards * Appendix E * Navy Unit Commendation
Citation * Appendix F * Meritorious Unit Commendation
When is it too late to atone for past sins, both the dark truths that haunt the edges of our conscience and those buried deep within our
subconscious? That was a premise Darien Winfield never considered, until he had to. After all, he overcame humble beginnings growing up on
the rough streets of New York City to enjoy the fruits of his hard work and perseverance-a rising career in finance, a luxurious midtown
apartment overlooking Central Park, exotic cars, and other comforts he had, until recently, only dreamed of. But, no man is an island, and
crucial to Darien's success was the rock-solid foundation of a life-long friendship and a loving family. Unfortunately, all good things come
to an end. Darien's American Dream becomes a nightmare after a fateful decision that reveals a cunning enemy from another realm that
threatens everything he has built. In this dark urban fantasy thriller, a desperate man is pushed to his physical, mental, and spiritual
limit to find a way to protect the people he loves. The ancient prophecy has ended, and the fate of the three realms are no longer bound to
each other - The Crone.
Achieving in an Imperfect System: Avoiding the Fifth Point of Contact: The Gray Zone By: Darren W. Hargrove SGM(R) Achieving in an Imperfect
System is about your character and how to avoid situations that call your character into question. Simply put, gracefully eat sh*t instead of
kissing ass to be successful and not have your character to ever be in question. That is the difference between the haves and haves-not. Even
doing the right things does not always equate to the success you want or deserve. Inspire future leaders to not measure their success only by
promotions; this is a trap because it is not guaranteed. Even the Monday-through-Friday, nine-to-five leader can get promoted. Remember,
being successful is different from being great! Things will not always come when you want them. You may have to go through many other things
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to get to where you want to be in life.
A Memoir about Life Changes, Justice, and LoveIn this thought-provoking memoir, Life Sessions, single mother Adanna Rudder shares her mental
battle to discover her truth and find her purpose on earth. This mental battle broke the chains that held Adanna's mind in slavery for 33
years. At age 33, Adanna volunteered for a job that changed her life. This led her to become a social change agent and a seeker of her truth.
It also led her to understand that she needed to make some serious life changes in order to save her life and her daughter's life. Adanna
shares her journey by turning the spotlight on herself. She shares intimate life experiences that includes her:* Fight to break a vicious
family cycle* Struggle with self-hate* Fight for justice and so much more Adanna's past has molded her into the woman that she is today. She
is learning from it and using it to create a life full of love, peace, and happiness. Read it and then join her by becoming a Spiritual
Warrior.
A Guide to Major Congressional and Presidential Awards
Rebuilding Global Security After a Century of Warfare
Aftermath
Joint Service Family Support Network
2000Why have there been so many violent conflicts in 2014? Aftermath offers an insider’s view of how each conflict started, what it means, and the common thread driving increased warfare
around the world. By giving voice to the experiences of a new generation of veterans Aftermath provides a novel framework for managing global affairs. Aftermath addresses the recent
conflicts which have dominated the world stage: civil war in Ukraine, ISIS in Syria and Iraq, Boko Haram in Nigeria, drug wars in Mexico, violence in west Africa following an unprecedented
outbreak of Ebola, global mass demonstrations and protests, troubling incidents with nuclear weapons, and war between Israel and HAMAS have dominated headlines. While our leaders seem
unable to explain or to stop violent conflicts from spreading Aftermath provides fresh insights and solutions. The old frameworks of understanding global affairs are no longer adequate to
manage international relations in the 21st century. Aftermath will shape the next generation of thinking on global affairs for elected officials, military planners, multi-national businesses, and
students of current events.
The Joint Service Family Support Network is an Office of the Secretary of Defense pilot program in the Pacific Region, working in concert with civilian agencies, intended to establish a
comprehensive multi-agency approach for community support and services to meet the diverse needs of Active, mobilized Guard, and Reserve Service Members and their families. The Global
War on Terrorism presents new challenges for military families. Family needs of an expeditionary force will likely remain constant or increase regardless of the length of the Global War on
Terrorism. The current stove-piped component systems are not structured or funded to efficiently and effectively deliver services. This paper analyzes specific outcomes resulting from
initiatives and informal net-working that are occurring during the pilot period. It also addresses issues that need to be identified for higher headquarters consideration and resolution.
The story of the Marine Corps U.S. Special Operations Command Detachment, which became known as Det One, is an extraordinary tale. On its face, the story would not rate a minute's glance.
One small group of Marines, about a hundred in number, formed, trained, and went to war. This all happened as the nation was 18 months into the Global War on Terrorism and as the Marine
Corps was deploying I Marine Expeditionary Force in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Yet the story behind the basic facts is not only far more intricate and fascinating, with dramatic episodes and
intrepid characters from the Pentagon to Camp Pendleton, it portended great significance for the Marine Corps. What makes the Det One story extraordinary is the shift in Marine Corps policy
that brought it about, the maturation of the special operations capabilities of forward-deployed Marine expeditionary units that made it possible, and the patriotism, valor, fidelity, and abilities of
the Marines and Navy Corpsmen who manned it. Although Det One has passed now into the history books, its legacy survives in the formation of Marine Corps Special Operations Command
and in the lessons learned and experiences of its members, who now continue to serve in dozens of units. Lieutenant Colonel John P. Piedmont Marine Field Historian in Iraq in April 2004, saw
the historical significance of Det One and decided to pursue its history as a project. Under the director of the History and Museums Division at the time, Colonel John W. Ripley, he was given
permission to proceed with his collections with a view toward turning them into a monograph. What follows here is the culmination of his efforts, the product of two years' work, more than 60
interviews done in Iraq, Washington, D.C., Virginia, and California, and the collection of hundreds of documents.
Beloved community physician and veteran Dr. Michael Reece has returned home from service in Afghanistan a changed man. Recovered from a horrific injury sustained in a Taliban ambush,
he has made strides in returning to his normal civilian life. That all changes when he learns he is to receive the military's highest award; the Medal of Honor. The resulting publicity as well as
the shocking murder of his former childhood mentor and current United States Senator threatens to expose secrets from his past he had hoped to keep hidden forever. The aftermath forces
him to make decisions that could not only threaten his own life, but the lives of those closest to him. As the hunt for the killer escalates and demons from his past return, Reece must deal with
his own survivor's guilt and face hard choices that could either give him peace or destroy him. He must rely on the bonds of brotherhood forged both on the battlefield and in the horrors of the
past to find a way to survive and save his family. The worlds of politics, war and crime collide in a story that will pull the reader into a world where very little is as it seems on the surface.
Air Reserve Personnel Update
War on the River
The Delta Mission
Beacon
Enlisted Soldier's Guide

Updated edition of the essential guide for enlisted soldiers in the U.S. Army This military reference guide, completely revised for the current army, is targeted at young men and women who
have enlisted in the U.S. Army or are thinking about doing so. The book is a must-have resource for a successful career or tour as an American soldier and covers duties and responsibilities,
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promotion and career opportunities, real-world issues, customs and traditions, uniforms and insignia, pay and benefits, physical fitness, and personal and family matters.
Through its history, the United States Air Force has struggled with the most efficient and effective way to provide for its own air base ground defense. This monograph submits a solution
intended to end the debate. In an effort to provide the most comprehensive answer possible, the method used to develop this monograph contains two key aspects. The first of these aspects
is a historical study of the Air Force's air base ground defense dilemma. Included is a look at the US Army Air Forces' attempts to solve the problem in World War II. The initial history is
followed by a study of the US Air Force's continuing efforts to solve the dilemma starting with a study of air base defense issues in Korea and continuing through the current Global War on
Terrorism. The second key aspect is a historical case study of two Air Forces that faced similar issues. The first of these is the United Kingdom's Royal Air Force and the second is the German
Luftwaffe of World War II. Each employed different methodologies and subsequently achieved different results. The results of the analysis contained in this monograph provide a clear answer.
To finally solve the air base ground defense problem, the US Air Force will have to accept risk with regards to resource constraints in order to mitigate risk to expeditionary operations. Failure
to embrace the capability necessary to engage and defeat threats to deployed airmen and resources in the future will have a direct impact on the US Air Force's ability to sustain global reach
and global power in the Twenty-First Century.This compilation includes a reproduction of the 2019 Worldwide Threat Assessment of the U.S. Intelligence Community.At issue is the fact that
today's military planners have grown accustomed to American air superiority as a given in the current operating environment. Furthermore, the increasing sister-service reliance on joint fires
places air power at a premium. These factors, together with a potential adversary's inability to compete with American airpower, highlight the increasing vulnerability of airpower assets while
on the ground. As Italian Army General Giulio Douhet observed in 1921, "It is easier and more effective to destroy the enemy's aerial power by destroying his nests and eggs on the ground
than to hunt his flying birds in the air." Subsequently, the need exists to solve the expeditionary base defense problem currently facing the USAF.
This manual implements Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 36-28, Awards and Decorations Programs; and AFPD 36-31, Personal Affairs. This manual governs the Air Force special trophies,
awards, decorations and memorialization programs. It applies to Regular Air Force, Air Force Reserve and Air National Guard personnel; and where specified applies to Air Force civilian
employees paid through appropriated funds. In collaboration with the Chief of Air Force Reserve (AF/RE) and Director of the Air National Guard (NGB/CF), the Deputy Chief of Staff for
Manpower, Personnel, and Services (AF/A1) develops personnel policy for the Air Force Awards and Memorialization Program. Ensure all records created as a result of processes prescribed
in this publication are maintained in accordance with Air Force Manual (AFMAN) 33-363, Management of Records, and disposed of in accordance with the Air Force Records Disposition
Schedule located in the Air Force Records Information Management System.
Illustrated with over 30 photos. The story of the Marine Corps U.S. Special Operations Command Detachment, which became known as Det One, is an extraordinary tale. On its face, the story
would not rate a minute’s glance. One small group of Marines, about a hundred in number, formed, trained, and went to war. This all happened as the nation was 18 months into the Global
War on Terrorism and as the Marine Corps was deploying I Marine Expeditionary Force in Operation Iraqi Freedom. Yet the story behind the basic facts is not only far more intricate and
fascinating, with dramatic episodes and intrepid characters from the Pentagon to Camp Pendleton, it portended great significance for the Marine Corps. What makes the Det One story
extraordinary is the shift in Marine Corps policy that brought it about, the maturation of the special operations capabilities of forward-deployed Marine expeditionary units that made it possible,
and the patriotism, valor, fidelity, and abilities of the Marines and Navy Corpsmen who manned it. Although Det One has passed now into the history books, its legacy survives in the formation
of Marine Corps Special Operations Command and in the lessons learned and experiences of its members, who now continue to serve in dozens of units.
United States Army Medal, Badges and Insignias,
NCO Guide
Anthology and Annotated Bibliography : U.S. Marines in the Global War on Terrorism
Broken Realms Book One
Air Base Defense in the Twenty-First Century - Ground Defense Dilemma, Army Air Force, British Royal Air Force and German Luftwaffe in World War II Studies - Korea and Global War on
Terrorism Issues

The Navy and Marine Corps Awards Manual provides guidance and regulations concerning awards available for recognizing individuals and units in the Naval service. This instruction has been updated and administratively
revised to incorporate the establishment of the Afghanistan Campaign Medal, Iraq Campaign Medal, Global War on Terrorism Expeditionary Medal, Global War on Terrorism Service Medal, Korea Defense Service Medal, and
Ceremonial Guard Medal.
"This volume presents a collection of 47 articles describing different aspects of U.S. Marine Corps participation in Operation Iraqi Freedom during 2003." ... [from Foreword].
The United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) has played a role in every major conflict since the American Revolution, and has steadily been playing a more expansive role in the global war on terrorism (GWOT).
Expeditionary operations conducted by American military forces since the terrorist attacks of 11 September 2001 have included missions that involve operational infrastructure development. Operational infrastructure
development is the establishment and repair of power facilities, roads, airfields, ports, installations, and communications systems by operational-level military commands. In the strategic environment of the 21st Century, the
United States Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) possesses operational and tactical capabilities that can be decisive when integrated, leveraged, and properly utilized by operational commanders and their staffs. American
military officers can gain from a better understanding of the USACE; specifically, its composition, organization, and purpose; its engagement in recent operations in Afghanistan and Iraq; how its state-side components have been
aligned with the regional combatant commanders; and what this suggests for the future. The USACE has the depth of engineering skill and the technical expertise to help commanders use operational infrastructure development
as a means to create lines of operations for the application of national power. Moreover, the lessons from Afghanistan and Iraq show that the USACE's capabilities can create favorable second- and third-order strategic effects
when properly integrated into a campaign. In the future, the USACE will play a larger role in expeditionary operations and should be familiar to planners who work at the operational level.
Operations Iraqi Freedom has stressed the Command Element (CE) of the Marine Expeditionary Forces (MEFs) deployed to Iraq. The deployed MEFs required the services of numerous individual augmentees (IAs) to fill billets
and perform functions found in a units Table of Organization and Equipment (T/O & E), and in some cases, not found in the T/O & E. The objective of this study is to determine the accuracy (defined as the correct
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functionalities identified for the unit) and adequacy (defined as sufficient structure) of the T/O & Es for the MEF, CE, MEF Headquarters Group (MHG), Intelligence Battalion (Intel Bn), and Communications Battalion (Comm
Bn) for the conduct of current operations in support of the Global War on Terrorism. The methodology for determining the adequacy of the T/O & Es was to compare the T/O & Es to the unit Manning Documents, to
determine if the Military Occupational Specialties (MOSs) were present on the unit T/O & Es in adequate numbers. The accuracy of the T/O & Es was determined by comparing the T/O & Es to the Manning Documents to
determine if the required MOSs were present on the unit T/O & Es. The four unit T/O & Es were inadequate and the MHG T/O & E in inaccurate.
Angel Dressed in Camouflage
How to Get Any Job Or Position You Want in 48 Hours Or Less
Red Lineage
Achieving in an Imperfect System
Airman

This report is designed to help congressional offices obtain information about major awards given by Congress and the President. It lists details about the
establishment, criteria, selection process, and presentation of each of the major presidential and congressional awards: Congressional Award, Congressional Gold
Medal, Medal of Honor, Presidential Citizens Medal, and Presidential Medal of Freedom. Brief entries are provided for additional awards made by the President
including two new military medals for service in the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT): the GWOT Expeditionary Medal and the GWOT Service Medal. Contact
information is provided for the organization responsible for making the award and for more data about an award. References to CRS products on awards are also
given. This report will be updated as necessary.
How to train, lead, and counsel troops effectively plus how to move along one's career as an NCO by continuing education, training, and professional development.
Information about all the regulations NCOs need to be aware of in carrying out their jobs. References to Army publications are completely converted to the new
numbering system.
This is a 130-page informative, inspirational, and entertaining Leaving Home Guidebook for young adults leaving home for the First Time to College, the Military or
an away job. Written by an Iraq War Veteran and Helicopter Pilot that developed an interest in sociology and statistics and their application to happiness, success,
and longevity. A perfect gift for going away. What's in this Book is most of the critical stuff a parent would want their kids to know before Leaving Home with true
stories and interesting facts about a range of topics in life. I started this book as a reference for my kids before they leave out the door for college or elsewhere. I
wanted to let them know what Dad and Mom thought about keeping a moderate perspective and avoiding conflict. I also wanted to input information that could give
them a better shot at living the happiest, most successful, and longest lives they could. Like many parents I have spoken to, I did not want to have regrets on
something I forgot to tell my child that could have helped him or her later on. So, on a range of issues from modern science, sociology, politics, religion,
relationships, and life, I laid it out there. This book is for folks who see themselves as in the middle, the ones that don't tend to take extreme positions; but rather,
want to try and understand the opportunities and challenges ahead in the 21st Century. My hope is that it can help young adults do a lot better in life than they
would have if they would not have gotten to read it. Many thanks to those who gave me the support to get this book written and distributed to those who need it.
Billy is an Iraq War Veteran with over eight years in the Marine Corps from 2001 to 2009. He served in two deployments to the Middle East in 2005 and 2007 as a
CH-46E helicopter pilot. He received Norwich University's William D. Hassett Prize in Political Science as a senior in college in 2000. His military awards include the
Navy and Marine Corps Commendation Medal, Air Medal-Strike (4 Awarded), Global War on Terrorism Expeditionary medal (Kuwait), Sea Service Deployment Ribbon
(2 Awarded), Iraq Campaign Medal(with one Bronze Service Star), the Global War on Terrorism Service Medal, and a Boeing Rescue Citation for the evacuation of
civilian casualties in Iraq in 2005. He has a BA in Political Science from Norwich University (2001) and a Masters in Business Administration from University of
Wisconsin-Consortium (2013). Billy has also worked in manufacturing for 5 years serving as a Quality Supervisor, Quality Engineer, Six Sigma Black Belt, and Quality
Manager. He has a number of certifications from Villanova University in Six Sigma and Lean. His intrigue with the latest developments in International Affairs,
Sociology and Cultural Conflict, Technology and Science, Health, and Mathematics is evident in this book. He hopes the book helps to serve as an objective fall back
for young adults when making life decisions.
The year is 2013. A member of the elite Delta Force Unit, Warrant Officer James Chase, is a top soldier in the United States Army. On this brisk November morning,
he's enroute for another mission to capture a High Value Target with no reason to believe it will go any differently than the dozens of other missions during his
military career. He's about to find out he was wrong... In this thrilling and fast-paced tale of survival against seemingly unsurmountable odds, Chase must race
against time in a desperate attempt to evade the terroristic Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. Alone and surrounded by enemy forces in hostile territory with no
idea what happened to the rest of his team, there's only one thing Chase can do to survive his harrowing ordeal. He must escape Iran. But IRGC soldiers are hot on
his trail every step of the way and won't stop until Chase is captured or killed. Will James Chase make it out alive or be captured and tortured for intel before his
beheading is videotaped for the world to see?
Before You Leave for the Big Bad World
A James Chase Military Thriller Book One
Evaluation of the Tables of Organization for the Marine Expeditionary Force Command Element, MEF Headquarters Group, Intelligence Battalion and Communications
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Battalion
U.S. Marines in the Global War on Terrorism [Illustrated Edition]
Avoiding the Fifth Point of Contact: The Gray Zone
The riverine community has brought to bear significant capabilities for the joint force and to combat the Global War on Terrorism (GWOT). The U.S. Navy's riverine contribution fills a critical role for the joint
force and has done so since its inception on 25 May 2006. This capability will be in jeopardy if the developmental process of growing expeditionary riverine officers is not changed. With the development of a
new expeditionary riverine officer progression model and the incorporation of new combat leadership models throughout the Navy, the anticipated asymmetric threats of the future would be met with a competent
joint maritime force. This new expeditionary riverine officer force would be capable of meeting the sea service commander's new maritime strategy while ensuring the future joint war fighter remains enabled.
This thesis contends that Navy and Marine Corps Intelligence would be more effective in the Global War on Terrorism if they were more integrated. Navy and Marine Corps Intelligence integration should bring
Sailors and Marines together in all aspects of warfare to conduct coordinated intelligence. This does not imply that Sailors and Marines should be unified into one force. In fact, it is the unique skills of each
service that make them indispensable to the other. Naval Intelligence provides the large scale team of professionals, the robust onboard systems, and communications, and the air intelligence/ targeteering
expertise. The Marine Corps provides detailed human intelligence in austere, anti-access environments. Designed for highly accurate targeting and raids ashore, Marine Corps intelligence can provide the
timely, accurate, and relevant intelligence needed to fight the global war on terrorism for Expeditionary Strike Groups, Carrier Strike Groups, and even Surface Action Groups. The Naval Operating Concept for
Joint Operations calls for further integration from both the Navy and the Marine Corps. As Sea Power 21 and Marine Corps Strategy 21 merge into Naval Power 21, the need for further Navy and Marine Corps
integration becomes clear. This will challenge current organizational mindsets. Nevertheless, sea based Sailors and Marines will have to be able to operate side by side seamlessly in order to be victorious in
the Global War on Terrorism.
Invaluable information for a successful tour as an American soldier. Includes Army Website Directory and full-color section on Awards, Decorations, Badges.
The year is 2013. A member of the elite Delta Force Unit, Warrant Officer James Chase, is a top soldier in the United States Army. On this brisk November morning, he's enroute for another mission to capture a
High Value Target with no reason to believe it will go any differently than the dozens of other missions during his military career. He's about to find out he was wrong...In this thrilling and fast-paced tale of
survival against seemingly unsurmountable odds, Chase must race against time in a desperate attempt to evade the terroristic Islamic Revolutionary Guard Corps. Alone and surrounded by enemy forces in
hostile territory with no idea what happened to the rest of his team, there's only one thing Chase can do to survive his harrowing ordeal. He must escape Iran. But IRGC soldiers are hot on his trail every step of
the way and won't stop until Chase is captured or killed.Will James Chase make it out alive or be captured and tortured for intel before his beheading is videotaped for the world to see?
Personnel - Awards and Memorialization Program (Air Force Manual 36-2806)
Det One
The Code of Federal Regulations of the United States of America
Playing the Devil
Navy and Marine Corps Awards Manual

10% of profits go to disabled veterans.
U. S. Marines in the Global War on Terrorism: U. S. Marines in Iraq, 2003: Anthology and Annotated Bibliography - UAVs, Humint Exploitation
Teams (HETs), Media Embeds
DET ONE: U. S. Marine Corps U. S. Special Operations Command Detachment, 2003 - 2006
10th Edition
Code of Federal Regulations, Title 32, National Defense, Pt. 400-629, Revised as of July 1, 2006
Code of Federal Regulations
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